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A good public transportation system...
...should be extensive, quick, and efficient, while also being equitable and
accessible as well as environmentally friendly and resilient to cope with climate
change and rising sea levels. Until the 1980s, Philadelphia had an extensive streetcar
network. From 1977 until 1992, however, all lines serving northern Philadelphia
were abandoned, leaving the city’s once-expansive public transit system a shell of its
former self. The communities formerly served by streetcar have the lowest average
household income in the city and are mainly communities of color. Additionally, many
of these residents do not own cars. Therefore, the people who have been deprived
of reliable, electric public transportation are the people who need it the most. This
against the backdrop of ever-increasing greenhouse gases and pollution as well as
rising sea levels, makes the need for a clean, efficient, environmentally friendly &
resilient transportation system ever greater. My thesis uses Philadelphia’s streetcar
infrastructure as an example to redesign the principles of the American public
transportation system by weaving green urbanist streetcar infrastructure deep into the
urban fabric, while exploring the different ways that public transportation can interact
with and serve the community.
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A Philadelphia Story...
Philadelphia’s modern-day streetcar infrastructure is made up of two
physically separate systems with different origins. The urban network which
this thesis studies serves Philadelphia proper and was developed by the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company (PRT) and operated by the Philadelphia
Transportation Company (PTC) beginning in 1940. The suburban network
serving the western suburbs of Upper Darby, Drexel Hill, Media, and Sharon
Hill was built by the Philadelphia and West Chester Traction Company and
eventually became known as the Red Arrow Lines. Both networks had been
taken over by the Southeastern Philadelphia Transportation Authority (SEPTA)
by 1970 and remain physically separate to this day. The suburban trolley
routes can be seen on the far left sides of the Income and Demographics maps
on the left side of the next page.

A PTC PCC streetcar on Route 53 in 1964.

A Red Arrow “Brilliner” streetcar in 1954.

While Philadelphia’s trolley system suffered many line closures in the 1950s and 60s, the city was unusual amongst American cities as
it retained a large network operating into the 1970s and 80s. However, by this time, the network had become quite antiquated and worn
out. Service was slow due to the fact that trolley lines ran in mixed automobile traffic, and increasingly unreliable due to antiquated trolley
vehicles and deteriorating track condition. Instead of investing in the rebuilding and modernization of the trolley network, SEPTA began
quietly discontinuing its lines, beginning with Route 60 in 1977. In 1980, Route 50 was “temporarily” suspended. In the summer of 1985, this
closure was made permanent, along with the abandonment of Route 53. Only a few months later, Route 6 was closed in January of 1986. The
remaining trolley network remained in tact until 1992, when routes 15, 23, and 56 were again “temporarily”suspended. SEPTA promised that
these routes would reopen in 1997 with modern low-floor vehicles, but this promise never came to fruition, and Routes 23 and 56 remain
without trolley service to this day. It is worth noting that the lines that avoided abandonment (Routes 10, 11, 13, 34, and 36) are “subwaysurface”, running into a tunnel under central city, while the lines that were abandoned (Routes 6, 15, 23, 50, 53, 56, and 60) were “surface
only”. Lines operating in a tunnel were impossible to replace with bus service, ensuring their survival.
In 2005, Trolley service was restored to Route 15. However, instead of using modern low-floor trolleys as SEPTA had promised 13 years
earlier, the revived Route 15 utilized 1940s vintage PCC streetcars, rebuilt into “PCC II” trolleys by the Brookville Corporation in Pennsylvania.
These trolleys have not received proper maintenance throughout their lives and as a result have proven unreliable. As of 2020 trolley service
on Route 15 has been suspended once again while the PCC IIs are rebuilt for a second time.
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Top: The public transit system in relation to household income by municipality.
Above: The public transit system in relation to race.
Right: Philadelphia’s urban trolley network, both current and past, along with a
new light rail line to Mayfair, PA along Roosevelt Avenue.
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My Research
In order to truly understand how Philadelphia’s trolley and bus networks operate, I traveled to Philadelphia to ride them myself.
I planned a trip that would cover as many bus (former trolley) and current trolley routes as possible over the course of two days. I wanted to
speak to passengers to find out what they like and do not like about the system and what they would like to see improved.
Overall, the passengers I spoke to were pleased with the current trolley system. They say it is fast and efficient with a smooth ride,
something I noticed as an improvement over bumpy, bouncy bus service. However, one gentleman I spoke to told me there are frequently
problems, from service delays to aggressive passengers. Safety was a common issue many passengers had, and I was warned by almost
everyone I spoke to of dangerous areas and dangerous people to avoid. Two women I spoke to said they wished the trolley would stop
closer to the curb as opposed to stopping right in the middle of the street, as many people have been hit by cars when disembarking.
I launched an online survey targeting Philadelphia residents and passengers of the SEPTA system in order to gain more knowledge on
the subject. I brought 50 fliers with me on my journey, pinning them up at stations and on telephone poles and leaving them on the seats of
transit vehicles. I hoped passengers would be interested in sharing their thoughts and experiences. Professor and Thesis Advisor Germán
Pallares was kind enough to share my survey with professors teaching at various universities in Philadelphia, broadening the scope of who
had access to my survey. Some key takeaways can be found below.
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Right: A survey
flier posted
on a Route 10
Trolley stop

Above: A map of my journey in Philadelphia over the course of two days, with key events called out along the way.
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Why Trolleys? (vs. bus)
- Higher capacity: trolleys can be much longer than buses because they run
on fixed rails.
		 - 60-foot-long articulated bus can carry 120 passengers
		 -100-foot-long trolley can carry 200+ passengers.

Current trolley fleet: 50’ long, singlesection, high-floor trolleys built in 1981
with a capacity of 70-80 passengers.
150 single-ended urban trolleys (left), 29
double-ended suburban trolleys (right).

- Lower maintenance costs
		 - Trolleys’ steel wheels eliminate tire wearing and blowouts.
		 - Trolley useful lifespan: 25– 60 years
		 - Bus useful lifespan: 12– 25 years
- Powered by electricity

Proposed trolley fleet: 100’ long, five
section, low-floor (accessible) trolleys with
a capacity of up to 200 passengers.

- Smoother ride
- Proof of existence
		 - Visible transit infrastructure encourages ridership
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This trolley design is based on the
Bombardier (now Alstom) Flexity Outlook
designed for Toronto, Canada. Using an
existing design saves time and money
when acquiring new vehicle fleets.
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Location A: Route 23

This view corresponds with marker “A” on the map on page 5

Route 23 was once one of the world’s longest streetcar routes
at over 14 miles long. It was also once referred to as “SEPTA’s
rolling cash register” due to the incredibly high volume of
passengers that used the line. Even today, as route 23 continues as
a bus line, it is SEPTA’s most heavily ridden surface transportation
route. In spite of this heavy ridership, the route travels along
incredibly narrow one-way streets.
One of the largest complaints about SEPTA’s current bus and
trolley network is that the vehicles get stuck in traffic. Therefore,
my first order of business was to separate the trolley from the
road. This dictates the new layout of the street surface, which
contains walking lanes, a parking lane, a car traffic lane, and a
trolley lane.
The entire street surface is permeable, utilizing permeable
paving stones on walking lanes, lattice pavers with grass in the
parking lane, permeable asphalt in the driving lane, and grass
in the trolley lane. The permeable nature of the street surface
eliminates the need arched road surface, as water does not need
to drain; it simply sinks into the ground.
The elimination of the curb allows the street to be a more
inviting place to be. Additionally, the stoop has been extended
along the facades of residences, providing more space to sit
and socialize. These design changes transform the street from a
place to pass through into a place to be, a place to exist. Cables
supporting the trolley’s electric overhead wires double as a
support system for vines, bringing more greenery into the space
above the pedestrian. Increasing greenery inside cities brings
down the urban heat island effect, making the street a cooler,
more livable space to inhabit during the hot summer months.
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A Google Earth street view provides a look at
what this street condition looks like currently.
Note the remaining trolley wire in spite of the
fact that trolley tracks are no longer visible.
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Location B: Route 56

This view corresponds with marker “B” on the map on page 5

In contrast to the previous narrow condition on Route 23,
Route 56 mainly runs in a wide boulevard type of street, providing
a much larger amount of space to work with.
The car traffic lanes weave back and forth, providing
alternating space for one lane of parking on either side. This type
of weaving slows car traffic down and prioritizes the pedestrian.
There is also space here for a dedicated bike lane.
When I spoke to Philadelphia residents, they expressed their
frustration with insufficient public transit connections to food
stores and markets as well as to health care. For these reasons, the
current fleet of 29 double-ended trolleys will be re-purposed into
traveling resource trolleys, being redesigned to deliver specific
resources and services to the communities served by the trolley
system.
The upper drawing on the next page illustrates the Food
Trolley, which delivers fresh food sourced from local community
gardens. The lower drawing instead shows the Medic Trolley,
a mobile medical clinic, delivering high quality health care to
communities that currently need it.
Special sidings such as the ones shown in these views can be
constructed in various locations along the trolley lines to allow for
these resource trolleys to stop for longer periods of time.
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A Google Earth street view provides a look at
what this street condition looks like currently.
Note the remaining trolley tracks visible in
the road surface.
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Location C: Route 53

This view corresponds with marker “C” on the map on page 5

This section of Route 53 exhibits how the permeable road
surface functions. After a storm, water sinks down through the
various permeable surfaces, and can either sink down into the
water table, or be collected by pipes that feed water into tanks
which can then be used by the members of the community for
various purposes, such as to water community gardens. Produce
from these gardens can then be sold in local stores and markets,
and can even contribute to the Food Trolley, seen on the previous
page. This exemplifies how the trolley and the permeable road
system can engage with the community, and how the trolley
system becomes much more than just transportation. The trolley
becomes deeply intertwined with the city’s water management
system and with community life.
A Google Earth street view provides a look at
what this street condition looks like currently.
Almost no trace of the trolley remains.
You may notice the absence of overhead wires in this view. That is because the revived route 53 would instead operate on battery
power, charging at certain stops along the route. This is to accommodate for the heavy tree cover that characterizes Route 53.
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Location C: Market Space
This currently vacant industrial lot, surrounded by active
businesses, would be converted into a public market space
along with the addition of a new mixed use affordable housing
building. This building has been designed with the language
of the surrounding area kept in mind. Two floors containing 4
affordable housing units each (8 in total), sit atop ground-floor
retail space. The housing units on each floor are paired with
each pair sharing a core. This allows all units to have windows
onto both the market space and the adjacent street.
Numerous Philadelphia residents I spoke to expressed their
concern with their safety, specifically when walking alone on
long blocks with nowhere else to go but forward or backward.
Therefore, the retail spaces are double ended, opening up with
large garage-style doors both onto the market space and the
adjacent street. This provides a safe space to duck into should
the need arise.
Another topic of my conversations with Philadelphians was
the lack of public transit connectivity to education, museums,
and libraries. Therefore, the Library Trolley proposes to deliver
books and education to the neighborhoods along the trolley
routes. Special sidings such as the one seen on the right side of
the drawing on the next page, can be built in public spaces to
accommodate the Library, Food, or Medic trolley.
Although this particular resource trolley siding is in an area
where overhead wires are absent, it is equipped with a charging
station. While the Library Trolley (or any other resource trolley)
stops here, it raises its pantograph to the charging bar, charges
its battery while it stays, and can leave under its own batter
Visible in this site plan is the Medic Trolley barn where the Medic Trolleys are stored.
power at the end of the day.
This facility is located in a currently vacant lot, and would be connected to a new
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hospital which would be developed out of a currently vacant building on said lot.
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Location C: Station Utilizing the Bodies of Old Trolleys
In addition to the 29 double ended trolleys SEPTA uses, there is
a much larger fleet of 150 single-ended trolleys. The double-ended
trolleys have been reused for the traveling resource trolleys because
being bidirectional allows greater operational versatility. The single
ended trolleys, however, also have a reuse planned for them.
The majority of the single-ended trolleys would be recycled into
station platform shelters with green roofs. This is not only better for
the environment, but also saves the money that would have been
spent on erecting station shelters out of brand new materials.

The Trash Trolley
The final traveling resource trolley actually does not
deliver a resource to the community. Instead, it collects the
community’s trash, recycling, and composting, and delivers
it to a new processing facility located at the end of my
proposed new light rail line along Roosevelt Avenue. This
new facility would be located in the place of a closed K-Mart
store. Unlike the other traveling resource trolleys, the Trash
Trolley would be re-manufactured from the single-ended
trolleys, with each Trash Trolley consisting of two singleended trolleys coupled back to back.
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Foundation: Original Concept Work

The first visual representation of my idea to pair the trolley system with a floodwater control and rainwater catchment system.
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Original sketches.
Top: my first sketch of my street
section cut perspective drawing
style that would become the
backbone of my thesis project.
Above: an original sketch of a new
SEPTA trolley.
Right: early sketches showing my
interest in the adaptive reuse of
existing trolley vehicles.
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Foundation: Understanding Street Conditions
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In order to feel comfortable redesigning the streets on which the trolleys would travel I first had to study the entire abandoned system and
analyze how the streets behaved. I subsequently organized the types of streets into categories which fluctuated throughout the process.
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Foundation: Designing the Street Conditions
Shown on this page and on the left side of the next page are my iterative redesigns of each type of street condition.
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Above: an original sketch of the retail and affordable housing
building with redeveloped public market space.
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